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CMD1 Category CMD2 Comments 2021
2021 

partial 
change

NDV Time - 
est. 2023-

2025
 Triggered OUT of Scope X X

Phase I Items (needed for capacity market)

Offer Obligations: -- Must offer  Offer Obligations: -- All Must offer
Design 
change

Triggerd 
Change

Capacity committed Generators No Change
Rules reviewed and no changes are required to 
implement the Capacity Market

X

Capacity committed Loads including “down-by” and “down-to”
Revised offer within merit order, last dispatch off at equal priced 
offers including at 999.99,  detailed rules re AOR, restatemnets after 
dispatch, AC restatement for down to

New , amended rules. 
X

Capacity committed imports
Detailed proposal -- option to price, dispatched in merit order, 
aligned with BA 15 minute scheduling, CCI must offer volumes, 
imports dispached based on merit order

Rules for priced imports, schedling practices.
X

 LLTE rule to align with capacity obligations

LTA rules can direct assets if required and if required would be set at 
MSG and paid uplift for start costs only.  They would forfeit energy 
revenues unless they self dispatch.  They would also face capacity 
PAM if not available during period or directed.

Rules reviewed and no changes are required to 
implement the Capacity Market

X

Energy Market Mothball rule
Energy Market Mothball rule removed -- temporary delist in capacity 
market used for mothball process

X

Dispatch and Scheduling, 
SCED. pricing impact

 Dispatch and Scheduling
no change to pricing or dispatch methodology (must comply with 
dispatch tolerance),
improve Dispatch tools but full SCED out of scope 

Uplift pricing model more targetted but less 
efficient X SCED out of scope 

Dispatch and Scheduling
market structure -- cooptimization

No change to AS market structure -- cooptimization out of scope
Co-optimization between energy and AS  - 

Out of Scope

 Dispatch and Scheduling
 - CCL,  supply shortfall, supply surplus 

CCL must follow dispatch, rules for return to market after dispatch, 
no change to current rules for supply shortfall, supply surplus 

New rule for return following dispatch

X

Dispatch and Scheduling
 -  CCI, priced imports

Priced imports must follow dispatch up and down within tolerance
Rules for priced imports, schedling practices.

X

 Unit Commitment Rules No change
Rules reviewed and no changes are required to 
implement the Capacity Market

X
Security constrained unit commitment 

(SCUC) – OOS

 Outage scheduling No change to Outage scheduling 

First draft of rules completed and sent to rules 
drafters
The outage reporting system and STA (inside of DT) 
will need to be enhanced to include load outages in 
the calculations

X

LTA and STA rules to reflect demand capacity resources
Update to rules to reflect resource adequacy numbers

X

Shorter Settlement
Move to 15 min pricing interval (for tx customers, leave loads at 
hourly)

System evaluation required, considered rule design, 
RM for 5 v. 15

Pricing  -- shortage pricing, negative pricing, price cap no change to shortage pricing, negative pricing, price cap
Not in scope and may be reviewed in the future if a 
need is identified X

1. Shortage pricing - triggered
2. Negative pricing - triggered
3. Raise price cap - triggered

Energy market mitigation
 - RSI screen
 - ex ante mitigation

Proposal -- RSI at 0.9, no look scarcity test at 500 MW, and reference 
price SMRC estimated by at formula (3xcosts or opportunity cost).  
Net obligation voluntary submission.

WG  consultation on new elements, review of 
complete rationale document materials. X

Phase II items -- for net demand variabilty / flexibility

Dispatch Variance -- Tolerance Obligations ( tighten dispatch 
tolerance)

Dispatch tolerance -- present data -- historic pattern, proposal for 
rule change

Market needs to know expected ramp response, 
generators should be able to follow own submitted 
values.

Submit a ramp and delay time per block
Ramp input by participants -- examine systems, current data use -- 
proposal

use current ramp information as historic, change 
rule to use ramp block for xxx, rest part of RM after 
further evaluation. 

Dispatch and Scheduling, 
Evalute SCED, dispatch tools, look ahead, ramp evaluation
 - Dispatch Tools, look ahead, ramp evaluation

Enhance Dispatch and Scheduling
 - full SCED Out of scope, examine improvements to Dispatch Tools, 
look ahead, ramp evaluation

tools in scope, evaluaton results for next WG

Dispatch and Scheduling
 ramp product

Dispatch and Scheduling
 no immediate ramp product

 no immediate ramp product, incentives for system 
to have ramp capability and value for ramp.  Will 
review in future as required.

X Ramp product phased in if/as required

Other Other
Not in scope and may be reviewed in the future if a 
need is identified

4. Day-ahead market (DAM) - OOS
5. LMP
6. Dynamic Scheduling

ROADMAP 

Implementation Timeline

Continued consulation post June 2018, pre auction on flexibility items

Spectrum of options under 
consideration with 
partial change for 2021 or earlier 
and RM for rest.
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